
Dear Editor
Hajj, a unique yearly mass gathering pilgrimage of more than 
2 million Muslims from around the world, presents enormous 
challenges to the Saudian Arabia government.1 The potential 
for deadly epidemic outbreaks of bacterial and viral diseases 
leading to upper respiratory infection and meningitis and 
human stampedes call for prompt attention from both 
pilgrims and the ministry of health.2

Trauma during Hajj is a real surgical dilemma that deserves 
special attention.3 Stampede during Hajj presents the most 
dreaded trauma risk. In 2006, the Hajj stampede led to 
pilgrims crossing over fallen down pilgrims and ended up 
with 289 injured and 380 deaths. 

Fatalities are caused by head injury and asphyxiation, that 
cannot be attended to in huge crowds.4 Every year, because of 
overcrowding and population density, numerous pilgrims, are 
traumatized or killed during the Hajj rituals. 

The deadliest human disaster of the annual Hajj took 
place in 2015 in which at least 2431 pilgrims were crushed 
to death of which 465 were Iranians and an additional 427 
were reported as missing in a stampede at Mina just outside 
Mecca.5 Unfortunately, this was not the first time and we are 
witnessing a recurrence of fatal tragedy in the Hajj especially 
in Mina every year.

These events mandate appropriate attention and effective 
action from the ministry of health. Better and preemptive 
disaster planning can help in the prevention of deaths and 
injuries as well as psychological trauma to the Hajj pilgrims. 

Mass gatherings like Hajj continue to present advanced 
and complex public health challenges that can be best 
addressed through health and disaster management teams 
of experts from different countries comprising of healthcare 
professionals and trauma specialists.

The rate of injuries can be reduced by training pilgrims 
before leaving for Saudi Arabia. Pilgrims should meanwhile 
be cautioned to avoid overcrowded places. They should also 
be trained regarding basic preventive measures related to 

infectious diseases and outbreaks. Additionally, the timing 
of the rituals during Hajj and crowd management can reduce 
these disasters.6

Deployment of computerized software systems and camera 
monitoring, which can identify lost pilgrims, update their 
locations, alert their group guide and the use of digital maps 
such as Google maps can further reduce human suffering. 
Also, using GPS systems and telemedicine can further 
prevent deaths from injuries or any other untoward event. It 
is recommended that health workers and EMS medical teams 
work in coordination with the ministry of Hajj officials. 
Headquarters for disaster management comprising of experts 
from different countries need to be established. Triage systems 
including rescue helicopter that can reduce morbidity and 
mortality in such crises are also suggested.
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